Accomodations

They are many hotels in Brussels, in all categories, including youth hostels.

3 Stars hotels (Max, Astrid, Aris, Alma) provide special prices for the CEAEC participants. To book in one of these hotels go to their respective website (http://www.3starshotels.be), and use the code ‘NATUUR2014’ when entering your dates, then select the ‘CORPO rate’ (only visible when using the NATUUR2014 code on the hotel homepage), and then select your extra such as the buffet breakfast. You’ll get a 10% discount on the current prices and will have the possibility to cancel or modify your reservation free of charge till 24h00 before arrival. Be aware that there are cheaper options on their website but you may not be able to cancel your reservation and/or pay fees for any modification. To get the lowest rates, it is best to make your reservation as soon as possible.

Maxhotel*** (www.maxhotel.be), map 1 (#1)
From 71€ per night
Downtown.
From the hotel take the metro at the “Rogier” station (5 min walk), direction “Roi Baudouin” (line 6) or Simonis (line 2), get off at “Porte de Namur”, and from there take any bus to the “Luxembourg” square across the street (34, 38, 64, 95, 80: 2 stops).

Hotel Astrid*** (www.astridhotel.be), map 1 (#2)
From 88 € per night
Downtown.
From the hotel walk to the “De Brouckère” square and bus stop, and take the bus 38 to the “Luxembourg” square.

Hotel Aris*** (www.arishotel.be), map 1 (#3)
From 98€ per night.
Just off the World Heritage “Grand Place” of Brussels. From the hotel walk to the “De Brouckère” square and bus stop, and take the bus 38 to the “Luxembourg” square.

Hotel Alma*** (www.almahotel.be), map 1 (#4)
From 108€ per night.
Between the World Heritage “Grand Place” of Brussels and the Fine Arts Museum Compound (Magritte, Old Music Instruments, Fine Arts). From the hotel walk to the “Central Station” stop (and railways station), and take the bus 38 to the “Luxembourg” square.

The organizing committee is currently still negotiating specific rates with several other hotels. More information will be communicated on the conference website.
Map 1: overview of the locations of the hotels.